No tools are necessary to change rolls, reset depth or to use any normal function.

Starting point is adjustable. Use spline to regulate engraving depth.

Position, once adjusted, cannot be inadvertently changed, even with a jam-up. The starting position must be deliberately altered if different depths are required.

This is the most advanced roll marking attachment made. The new, exclusive Mark 25S has single-rotation, self-timing and position lock Sossner features.

There is no ratchet to wear - no pawl to slip - no screws to turn or adjust.

- NO ADJUSTMENT SCREWS required.
- NO ADJUSTMENT at all! Simply put roller inside fork, and with finger pressure alone, shaft can be pushed into a locked position.
- GUARANTEED not to be affected by dirt and chips.
- SEALED UNIT eliminates malfunctions caused by dirt and chips - NO EXPOSED SPRINGS!
- DEPTH SETTING automatic.
- ADJUSTABLE TRIGGERS to adapt to different machines.